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Abstract: Foreign policy of any country, unlike 
domestic policy, is usually considered to be staid 
and stable not subject to revolutionary change. 
Foreign policy is both static and dynamic. What do 

Basically, maintenance of the status quo, e,g., 
sending Indian troops for peace keeping 
operations in conflict zones, only under United 
Nations resolution and command. Static foreign 
policy elements reduce risks. What do we perceive 
of as the dynamics in foreign policy? Changing 
dynamics in foreign policy would mean the ability 
to change or mould policy according to changes in 

external environment or a 

political scenario. A dynamic foreign policy shows 
greater appetite for risk taking. Foreign policy of 
any country, including India, contains both static 
and dynamic features. 
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Objectives: 

 
2. To Understand importance of Superpowers for 
India. 
3. To examine probability of India becoming 
continental superpower. 
 
Methodology and Mode of Data Collection: 
Various methodologies are applied to draft the 
research paper few of them are mentioned ahead. 
This paper is based on secondary data which 
includes reference books, articles, periodicals, 
magazines, newspapers and web. 
Introduction: 
In the main time frame from 1947 to 1991, the 
world was overwhelmed by two adversary super 
powers, the USA and the USSR. The League of 
Nations had wilted away, and the United Nations 
was conceived, formed by the triumphant World 
War II partners in particular, the US, USSR, UK 
and France. Worldwide monetary and monetary 
force was usurped by the western created nations 
basically the US and its European partners who 
fostered the Bretton-Woods course of action with 

the World Bank and IMF couple controlling the 
worldwide monetary framework and the 
GATT/WTO forming worldwide exchange. India's 
reaction was to embrace the approach of non-
arrangement. Being neutral implied not being 
related to either super power, while intending to 
get political, security and financial help from the 
two camps with the goal that the youthful country 
could defeat its serious political, social and 
monetary pressure and debasement, following two 
centuries of frontier rule. This was the grave and 
stable period of India's international strategy, 
maybe most appropriate for the occasions. 
In the second phase from 1991 to 2008, two major 
events in 1991 kick started the process of change. 
The former Soviet Union collapsed and splintered 
into many independent countries, Russia being the 
largest among them, and successor to the USSR in 
the UN. The second was the foreign currency crisis 
faced by India, the likes of which we had never 
experienced before. We witnessed a changing 
world order with only one country remaining as 
the major political, economic and military power, 
viz., the USA. Multiple other lesser poles of global 
power started sprouting from this period onwards 
in the EU, Russia, China, dynamic Asia including 
Japan and India and in South America, particularly 
Brazil. India responded to these catatonic changes 
by weaning itself away from non-alignment to a 
multipolar alignment, adjusted its previous, often 
adversarial relations, with the remaining major 
power, the USA, incorporated globalization and 
paid greater attention to its immediate 
neighborhood. The third period is from 2008 to the 
current occasions. In 2008, the US and the 
worldwide banking and monetary frameworks 
were seriously shocked, beginning with the 
breakdown of the Lehman Brothers. This 
prompted an extreme financial emergency in the 
high level economies of the world, and even 
among the vast majority of the then boss arising 
economies loves South Korea, Taiwan and 
Thailand. In this period, the United States financial 
and military predominance is being chipped away, 
with the majority of the leeway taken up by China, 
which is additionally turning into a more appealing 
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political model for some non-industrial nations. 
The ascent of numerous posts in the EU, ASEAN, 
Russia, Japan, India, BRICS, IBSA, SCO, and so 
on, has been a lot quicker than in the past period. 
The support of worldwide force is slowly, yet 
unquestionably moving from the West toward the 
East, especially to Asia. Indian international 
strategy has reacted energetically to these 
progressions with non-arrangement dropped by 
and large. Today, Indian discretion is principally 
centered around the USA, China, other P-5 part 
nations, and our area. Look East has been extended 
to Act East. Africa has lingered into concentration 
and Latin America doesn't look so far off any 
longer. Monetary discretion has taken the post 
situation in India's international strategy over that 
of political and security issues. 

 
India had good relationship with Soviet Union 
since independence. It resisted the United States 
and made an uncommitted alliance of countries to 
keep an equidistant stance between the two 
opponents in the Cold War. The USSR turned into 
a significant arms provider to India, even as it 
upheld New Delhi's local strategy sincerely. Then 
again, notwithstanding pressures corresponding to 
Pakistan, the United States gave India gigantic 
measures of unfamiliar guide that assist with 
modernizing its schooling and aided dispatch the 
Green Revolution. As strains with China mounted 
on the boundary in the last part of the 1950s, the 
Soviets promptly presented to supply India's 
requirements for supersonic Mig-21 planes, AN-12 
vehicles and Mi-4 helicopters. As the Sino-Soviet 
fracture created, Russia extended its arms move 
connections to give India submarines, corvettes, 
tanks and ordnance and assisted India with fighting 
off US-Chinese strain in the 1971 conflict with 
Pakistan that prompted the production of 

western suppliers in 1980, by the time of the 
collapse of the USSR, India had become almost 
hugely dependent on the Soviet Union to maintain 
the kind of force profile it had with Russian 
Kashin-class destroyers, Kilo-class submarines, T-
72 tanks, BMPs, 130mm field guns, MIG series 

The Soviet breakdown toward the finish of 1991 
hit New Delhi especially hard. It thought that it is 
incredibly hard to keep up with its powers as a 
result of the post-Soviet disorder with all due 
respect industry. Further, the sort of political 
support it got from the recent Soviet Union 
dissolved away notwithstanding new real factors, 
which quickly implied American impact in 

Russian choices. Thus, the Russians not just ended 
the rent of an atomic impelled submarine to India, 
yet in addition dropped an arrangement to furnish 
India with innovation to make cryogenic motors 
for its GSLV substantial space dispatch rocket.  
India had barely any choice to stay with Russia 
and it put forth a valiant effort to assist the 
country's tactical industry with recuperating by 
conceding to the Su-27 program and proceeding 
with its acquisition of Russian military hardware. 
Yet, past arms move, the connection among India 
and Russia didn't go extremely far. It neglected to 
foster a critical monetary part regardless of 
numerous endeavors. Furthermore, during the 
2000s, as ties among India and the US developed, 
India started to view at the Americans as a likely 
wellspring of weaponry. In any case, 
notwithstanding all that India kept on buying 
equipment like contenders, frigates, medium lift 
helicopters, and thus even today 70% of its 
military frameworks are of Russian beginning. 
Russia continued to assist India in areas where 
western countries will not. Its most significant 
example is the help provided by Russia to build its 
nuclear propelled submarines, two of which have 
been launched and provide an SSN on lease. The 

cost for the some of the systems is steep and it is 
charged in US dollars. One more critical help was 
given in the advancement of the Brahmos 
supersonic enemy of boat and land assault rocket. 
There has been help, as well, as consultancy for 
India's space and rocket programs. Yet, the weight 
of their relationship is restricted by the way that by 
2015-16, India just established 1.2 percent of 
complete Russian exchange, while Russia was just 
1% of Indian exchange. Curiously, while the 
Russian fare profile to India stays unaltered, ruled 
for what it's worth by mineral energizes and 
valuable metals, India has been upgrading its fares 
to Russia so that other than drugs, electrical 
hardware, TV parts and gear and vehicles. 
India- USA & China: 
China and the US had been close to each other 
since the days of the anti-Soviet jihad in 
Afghanistan. Tiananmen had slowed down 
relations; however, the resulting opening up of 
China had seen US organizations hurry into the 
Chinese market. Following India and Pakistan's 
atomic tests in 1998, the two, the two individuals 
from the P-5, held hands to pass injuries against 
India and Pakistan. Nonetheless, likely stirring up 
a lot of shame for the Chinese, India and the US 
before long fixed their ties and started a broad 
exchange that at last prompted the Indo-US atomic 
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arrangement in 2005. Sino-Indian relations, as 
well, took a positive track when, following the 
visit of Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee to 
Beijing in 2003, the different sides consented to 
overhaul their ties and put forth an extraordinary 
attempt to determine their line issue. By 2005 the 
different sides had consented to a sweeping 
arrangement on the Political Parameters and 
Agreed Guidelines for a Border Settlement. This 
pretty much spelt out that they could resolve their 
line on an "with no guarantees/where is" premise. 
However, the Indo-US nuclear deal took China 
aback since it signalled a strategic shift towards 
India by the United States, something that Beijing 
felt was not in its interest. This created a triangular 
dynamic that persists till this day. India and China 
have not resolved their border dispute, at the same 
time, New Delhi has steadily developed important 
military ties to the US, without quite becoming an 
American ally or endorsing Washingt -
Pacific formulations. 
India- Russia & China: 
Russia-India-China bunch arose in the last part of 
the 1990s supported by the then Russian Prime 
Minister (1998-1999) Yevgeny Primakov pointed 
toward elevating a multipolar gathering to balance 
US power in Eurasia. A significant thought 
process was to move away from the fearful 
supportive of American Yeltsin period towards 
restoring solid binds with New Delhi. Its 
worldwide emphasis, by including Brazil and 
South Africa was the BRICS. However, the 
gathering worked to a great extent as a casual 
coordination system at the authority and 
ecclesiastical level, as of late it has likewise added 
a zenith level culmination where the heads of the 
three nations meet, as a rule at the sidelines of 
other multilateral social events, for example, the 
G-20 or the SCO. In December 2018 the RIC 
pioneers met in a highest point without precedent 
for long term at the G-20 culmination in Buenos 
Aires. At first sight the RIC looks like an unlikely 
grouping, given the rivalry between India and 
China. But what seems to be binding the grouping 
is the strong relationship that Russia and China 
have developed on one hand, and on the other, the 
time-tested close ties between India and Russia. In 
a sense, then, Moscow serves as a bridge of sorts 
between New Delhi and Moscow; on the other 

gravitational pull. Along these lines, the Indian 
obligation to the RIC has different layers. To begin 
with, it is important for a bigger obligation to 
settling its security climate, something that is 
impossible short these three chief forces. Second, 

it is a method for showing an agreeable stance 
towards China which has the limit of adversely 
influence Indian interests. Third, by partaking in 
the gathering India can protect its significant vital 
relationship with Russia which would, something 
else, float towards China as a matter of course. 
Fourth, it empowers India to extend itself as an 
Eurasian and an Indo-Pacific force and as such 
have values in groupings like the Quad and the 
SCO. 
 
Conclusion: 
It is clear that the current ties are a result of the 
Russia-Europe and China-US offense. However, 
things can change, as they have in the beyond 60 
years. Russia and China have been companions all 
at once adversaries at another, in like manner, the 
US/Europe and Russia. India is the one in 
particular that has remained generally with the 
very viewpoint that it had during the 1950s. 
However the US has recorded Russia as being at 
standard with China as its essential rival, actually 
just China is contending and it is in US interests to 
keep Russia and China separated. Moscow's 
economy stays arranged toward Europe to which it 
is a significant energy provider. The EU is its 
biggest exchanging accomplice and wellspring of 
FDI. It is to its greatest advantage to make up with 
Europe, as opposed to acknowledge a place of a 
lesser accomplice to China. All sides need to 
venture back and investigate their own direct. The 
NATO's toward the east extension was seen 
genuinely as undermining by Russia. In like 
manner, the EU was not content with Russia's lead 
in Ukraine and the snare of connections Moscow 
has created with traditional powers in Europe. 
India, as well, has been attempting to support its 
binds with Russia. This was showed by the 
primary casual highest point held among India and 
Russia in 2018 which flagged India's aim to 
twofold down on its arms buy relationship with 
Russia. Consequently, India joined to bargains 
worth $ 15 billion with Russia, notwithstanding 
the danger of American approvals. Among these 
was the S-400 rocket framework. The two sides 
have highlighted the need to zero in on the frail 
non-guard financial relationship. A key and 
financial discourse was set up to recognize pain 
points and put them right. For reasons of its own, 
India has wanted to keep up with its essential 
independence and connections with Russia and 
China. Russia is an exceptional case here. India's 
proper exchange with it isn't huge yet it stays 
imperative for India's protection pose. Leave alone 
the present, in the short term, India might need to 
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look for Russian assistance to fabricate atomic 
assault submarines and hypersonic vehicles since, 
regardless its nearby binds with the US, 
Washington is probably not going to give them. 
Not having such mechanism will truly imbalance 
its military comparable to China. As far as it 
matters for its, as well, Russia can't be careless in 
regards to the way that China is both key 
contender and companion. Indeed, even while 
conceding to Russia in the Central Asian 
association, Beijing is building availability 
linkages to Europe that sidesteps its present 
Russian association. Its relationship to Central 
Asia is subverting the Russian impact in the area. 
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